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Mounted Policeman Leaves Only One Hour at Phoenix-St- ops A New Company Headed b Fx Governor Otero and But Will Bring Living Wit- Impression That Minister to
China Was Made a
nesses for Examination
at Prescott, Temple,
;
With a Capitalization or $250,000 is Ready
for Cabezon to Investiend Maricopa.
To Begin Work.
by Scientists.
Scape Goat.
gate Horse Thefts.
i

Mounted Policeman J. B. Rusk
turned this morning from Espalona
without having arrested Fabian Serna
the twenty year old son of seventy
year old Francisco Serna. When Rusk
leached the Serna home, he found that
Soma's injuries are not fatal and at
Hie same time, he found the family utterly opposed to making complaint
against the son. The parents as well
re-

as the sister insisted that Serna

inflict-

El Paso, Tex., Oct. 13 El Paso and
Juarez are a mass of Mexican and
American colors today in preparation
for the meeting of Taft and Diaz. It
was anounced today that the meeting
between the Presidents will be witnessed only by the cabinet officers of
the two countries who happen to be
Three thousand Mexican
present.
troops have arrived and have encamped in Juarez. The gold and silver sei v- ice brought to Mexica by Maximilian
have been brought to Juarez and will
be used at the banquet in honor of

ed the injuries upon himself in falling
did
eei a table and that young Serna
not lift his hands against his aged
sire. Rusk left today for Cabeznn Taft.
Speeding Across Arizona.
bandaval county, where report has it
Yuma, Ariz., Oct. 13. The Presi
that the Navajoes are leaving their allotments to engage in the gentle dent is speeding across the sands of
He crossed the
pastime of horse stealing causing the Arizona this morning.
and proo'clock
six
at
Colorado
river
uneasiness.
much
settlers
District Attorney Read after con- ceeded to Phoenix after a short stop at
Pres
versing with Dr. E. G. Murphy and Maricopa and Temple, where the
others at Espanola, expressed the be- ident spoke a few words from the platlief that the family is merely trying to form. The formal welcome to the
shield the boy, but as the father and territory will occur at Phoenix, which
the sister were the only witnesses and will be reached shortly after noon.
they exonerate the boy from any After a stop of an hour, the President
it will be impossible to will leave for Prescott on his way to
wrong-doinand he will therefore the Grand Canon, arriving about six
conviction
secure
not put the county to the unnecessary o'clock this evening.
Denounced Taft.
expense of a prosecution and trial, unLondon, Cal., Oct. 13. Six foreignless Serna should die.
ers, some identified with the revolu
SUFFICIENT AT LEAST TO
tionary movement in Mexico, are under
KEEP WOLF FROM DOOR. arrest as the result of their activity
H. Harri- - in a meeting held on Sunday to deNew York, Oct. 13.-- E.
man left his wife $267,000,000, making nounce Taft. They way be deported.
her the richest woman the world has Hitchcock Buys Arizona Town Lots.
ever known, according to a story
Globe, Ariz., Oct. 13. Postmaster
printed here. The story declares that General Hitchcock and Territorial Del
the information, came ..from an inti- egate Cameron were the honored
mate family friend.
guests at the reception by the citizens
It is said he gave $6,000,000 to each of Globe last night.
of the five children shortly before hi3
Hitchcock and Cameron, with a deldeath, $3,000,000 to others, leaving the egation of 175, left Globe, picking up
remainder to his widow.
at Tucson, a delegation of 100, and
According to the story, his fortune thence to Phoenix.
Hitchcock and
before the gifts, was $300,000,000.
Cameron, and 54 committeemen, have
been selected by Governor Sloan, including the latter, to proceed to Yuma,
where they met the President and acWALKED BRAVELY
companied the Taft party to Phoenix
and will accompany the President on
his journey through Arizona. HitchDEATH cock and Cameron will remain with
the President. On the arrival in El
Paso, Cecil Lyons will join the party
and will go with them to the Taft
ranch in Texas to spend four days,
hunting. That Arizona will be admitted
to statehood at the next session of
Congress is the opinion of both Hitchcock and Cameron. The party visited
the townsite of Miami, Hitchcock purchasing four lots for a consideration
of $2250. The sale was the biggest in
CHURCH the history of territory sales, being
REFUSED

ahead with the project. The company
has ready its bond of $50,000 which it
will turn over to the
Territory as
.soon as the application is
approved.
It is indeed fortunate for the Territory that such enterprising men have
come to the front willing to invest
capital in order that the valuable project may be carried to completion.
The sropping of work on the project
was unfortunate in itself but it
would be far worse wefe the project
to remain
undeveloped
altogether.
The granting of the company's application to have the land segregated
means so much to New Mexico that,
it is more than likely that the appli
cation will be favorably passed upon.
Will Avoid Flimsy Construction.
As soon as the application is granted the company will begin work. Already it has engineers in the field
making the necessary surveys and
platting the land to be irrigated. The
plats and maps together with all other

Although statehood has so long been
denied it, New Mexico is in other respects a most fortunate territory. Enjoying a period of unparalleled prosperity, the people of tbe Territory are
remarkable progressive
witnessing
strides in every direction, particularly
so in the matter of irrigation projects.
Again yesterday, incorporation papers
were filed , by a company which intends to, carry out a work that will
be of Incalculable value to the future
of New Mexico and which may be
counted upon to serve as a great aid
in obtaining early statehood.
The company incorporating is the
Urton Lake Land and Water Company, with a capitalization of $250,000.
The company is headed by
Otero, its president; Lloyd Sigler
of Salt Lake City, Utah, secretary,
and I. B. Melville, of Denver, treasur
er. These officers will also serve as
the board of directors.
It is the intention of the new corn- -
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Professor Francisco
Ferrer Executed
at Barcelona
RITESJF

Shot This Morning Against
Wall of Mont Juich
Fortress.

$50,000.

Five Governors at El Paso.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 13 There will
be at least three American governors
and two Mexican governors in F.l Paso
Saturday for the meeting of the Presi-

dents.
'John L. Dyer received a telegram
Barcelona, Oct. 13. Prof. Francisco last evening from Governor Sloan of
Ferrer, convicted by court martial of Arizona, stating that he would be here,
'being chief of the revolutionists, was and Governor George Curry of New
shot tbis morning against the wall of Mexico, and Governor
Thomas M.
Mount Juich fortress. Except a mo- Campbell of Texas, have already sent
mentary emotion when told of the ef- word that they would be here.
forts of his daughter to save him, he
Governor Enrique Creel, of the state
retained his composure to the last, of Chihuahua,
and Governor Pablo
walking bravely to the ditch and fac- Escandon, of the state of Morelos, will
ing the firing squad without a tremor. be in President Diaz's party. GoverHe refused the rites of the church.
nor Escandon will be the chief military
to General Diaz. The decree of the court martial was aide
carried out despite protests from
France, Italy, and threats of death HAZING NOT CONFINED TO COLLEGES.
to King Alfonso. Ferrer's attorney
claims he did. not have a fair trial as
witnesses were not examined and on- Three Apprentices and Plate Printers
ly depositions were read.
to Be Dismissed From GovernEXPRESS RUNS INTO
BURNING BRIDGE.

Four Reported Killed In Railroad Disaster Near McNeill in Central
Texas..

ment Offices.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 13 It has
been found that hazing is not confined
to colleges. Three apprentices and
plate printers in the bureau of engraving and printing are to be dismissed
for hazing and injuring a
new-come-

r.

Austin, Texas, Oct. 13. The express
on the Houston & Texas road ran into
MINERAL POINT BANK DIS- a. burning bridge near McNeil today,
COVERS $200,000 SHORTAGE.
and four are reported killed.
Mineral Point, --Wis., Oct. 13. A
shortage aggregating, according to
BARRIE GIVEN
President
Calvert. Spensley, possibly
DIVORCE FROM WIFE.
$200,000 has been '.disclosed, in the
First National bank of this city. Vice
London, Oct. 13. J. M. Barrle, to- President Phil Allen, Jr., who rests
day was given a divorce from his wife under the imputation of having forged
on the charge of her
with notes to that amount, though no warGilbert Cannan, a young author. The rant has yet been issued, is reported
to be dying at.fcisyhbme here.
suit was not defended.
.
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MIGUEL A. OTERO.

President of the Urton Lake, Land and Water Company.
pany to take over and complete the
large Urton lake project which the U.
S. government began in 1903, but upon which the work was stopped owing
to lack of funds. The government got
no further than to make surveys, plat
the land and decide upon the feasibility of the project. The new company
if granted their application which is
now before Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, made under Tie Carey act, will begin work immediately
and bring the project to a successful
completion.
Have Bond Ready.
The project is undoubtedly
the
of
character
its
greatest undertaking
ever attempted in the southwest. It
calls for the irrigating of 71,000 acres
of land with water to be taken from
the Pecos river and distributed by
means of a great storage lake and
supplementary canals. The land to
be irrigated, which was in the hands
of the U. S. reclamation service which
began the project, under the Carey
act, has been turned over to the Territory of New Mexico and the application filed with the territorial engineer by the Urton Lake Land and
Water Company, seeks ,n accordance
with the provisions of the Carey act
to have the 71,000 acres of land segregated so that the company may go

,

Buffalo, Oct. 13. "I can only say
that the living witnesses of the journey to the pole will themselves disprove the distorted versions of their
statements put into their mouths by
Peary," said Cook today. "I will bring
them to America as soon as possible
and submit them for examination to
any scientific body." Cook said he
would make no direct reply to Peary
as he desired no newspaper controversy.
Peary'6 Statement.
Xew York, Oct. 12. The following
statement of Commander Robert E.
Peary, which he submitted to the
Peary Arctic club in support of his
contention that Dr. Cook did not
reach the north pole, is now made
public for the first time. The statement lias been copyrighted by the
Peary Arctic club.
Some of my reasons for saying that
Dr. Cook did not go to the north
pole will be understood by those who
read the following statements of the
two Eskimo boys who went with him,
and who told me and others of my
party where he did go. Several Eskimos who started with Dr. Cook from
Anoratok in February, 1908, were at
Etah when I arrived there in August,
HiOS. They told me that Dr. Cook
had with him, after they left, two
Eskimo boys or young men, two
sledfies and some twenty dogs. The
and
bovs were
lah. I had known them from their
One was about eighteen
childhood.
and the other about nineteen years
of age.
On my return front Cape Sheridan
and at the very first settlement I
touched (Xerke, near Cape Chalon)
in August, 1909, and nine days before
reaching Etah, the Eskimos told me
in a general way, where Dr. Cook had
been; that he had wintered in Jones
Sound and that ho had told the white
men at Etah that he had been a long
way north, but that the boys who
and
were with him,
said that this was not so.
The Eskimos laughed at Dr. Cook's
story. On reaching Etah, I talked
with the Eskimos there and with the
two boys and asked them to describe
Dr. Cook's journey to members of my
party and myself. This they did in
the manner stated below.
(Signed) R. E. PEARY,
Strong Defense of Cook.
Topeka, Kans., Oct. 13. Professor
L. L. Dyche of the University of Kansas, who accompanied both Cook and
Peary, on former expeditions to the
Arctic, said today regarding Peary's
charges, in the Topeka State Journal,
that they are incredible, that no ignorant Eskimos could make the map
ascribed to them after they had not
been over the ground for a year. He
says the most astounding part of the
story is that the claims that Cook
after reaching the part of the country
which he wished to attain, after a
long struggle abandoned the dash to
the pole without reason. Dyche says
that this is the most unlikely.

data will be submitted to territorial
officials for approval so that everything may be absolutely regular. Further, when the work on the project is
commenced in earnest, everything

will be. done in accordance with directions from the territorial engineer in
with the United States
reclamation service. This plan of
working thoroughly in harmony with
the Territory and the United States
government will preclude all chances
of flimsy' construction work or other
serious and annoying mistakes.
The construction work alone is to
cost the enormous sum of two million
dollars. From this can be gained an
idea of the gigantic
undertaking.
Bonds for . the sum of two millions
will be issued, the undertaking of the
same having already been arranged
'
for in the east. .
In Chaves and Guadalupe Counties.
The land to be irrigated lies partly
in Guadalupe county and partly in
Chaves county. A diversion dam 22
feet high and 450 feet wide will be
built at a point in the Pecos river and
from jkhis. jpintwill be built a diversion canal which is to be the widest
diversion canal 'in the world. It will
run a distance of thirty-sevemiles
n

.Continued on Page Eight.)

Washington, Oct. 13. ' What will
do with
Crane's
resignation,"
was the question excit'ng all Washington today. Crare's stinging reply
to Knox's statement in which Tie
states he was unfairly treated by the
state department, lays the burden of
his action directly on President Taft
under whose instructions he says he
acted. It makes the action of the
President of great importance. It is
believed he will not interfere but will
make Knox bear the responsibility for
the action taken. Many diplomats believe Crane was used as a scapegoat
and that it was the intention of the
state department to let Japan know
that the government objected to the
treaties without going so far that it
could not retreat if necessary.
Crane's Telegram to Taft.
13.
Oct.
President
"Washington.
William H. Taft: The state department objects to certain things I have
done in the effort to carry out my understanding of your wishes as expressed by you to me. I have carefully considered the entire ".natter. In
my judgment no mistake has been
made, except as the department has
made it a mistake.
However, I did
not and cannot guarantee to make no
mistakes and especially unless I have
the cordial support and
of the government.
"The manner in which the department has proceeded and is proceeding
is inconsistent with my own self respect and my conception of the dignity of the position and with the understanding upon which I accepted it.
I appreciate the personal consideration 1 have received from you and under all the circumstances have decided to await information as to your
wishes before taking action. You will
understand of course, that my resignation is in your hands.
(Signed ) "CHARLES R. CRANE."

Taft

PITTSBURG

TAKES

FIFIHGIE
Tigers Were Outplayed by Pennsyl-vanian- s
SCORE EIGHT TO FOUR RUNS

Weather Was Fair and Warm
and Big Crowd Turns
Out
Pittsburg,

Oct. 13.

Weather

condi-

tions for the fifth game of the world's
series are much better than yesterWOMEN'S CLUB
and in view of the warmer weathday
OFFER SCHOLARSHIP.
er, Wild Bill Donovan will probably
for Detroit and Adams for PittsFifteen Hundred a Year for Female pitch
burg.
in
That Passes Examination
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 13. Cobb arrivThree Branches.
New York, Oct. 13. The general ed by way of Buffalo as he heard he
Federation of Women's Clubs has of- would be arrested for assaulting a
fered a scholarship of $1,500 to the hotel watchman if he went through
American woman who successfully Cleveland.
The line up: Pittsburg Byrne, 3b;
passes an examination. The scholarship is for Oxford, Cambride or Lon- Leach cf.; Clarke, If.; Wagner, ss.;
don and the examinations are in La- Miller, 2b.; Abstein, lb.; Wilson, rf.;
tin, Greek and mathematics and will Gibson, c; Adams or Liefield, p.
Detroit D. Jcnes, If.; Bush, ssl;
be held in all states on October 19
and 20.
Cobb, rf.; Crawford, cf.; Delehanty,
2b.; Moriarty, 3b.; T. Jones, lb.;
PEARY'S VALET WILL
Schmidt, c; Mullin, p.
FOLLOW COOK'S TRAIL.
Synopsis of Game.
Pittsburgf Pa., Oct. 13. Pittsburg
Enterprising Theatrical Manager En- took the lead today in the world's
gages Henson to Lecture for
series, winning 8 to 4, in a game reNext Two Years.
plete with heavy hitting. Three times
rsew York, Oct. 13. A tneatrical during the game was the ball hit over
manager has announced that he has the center field fence for home runs,
engaged Mathew Henson, valet of j Crawford, D. Jones and Clarke all
on the north pole dash, to
home runs clarUe.s hit in the
tare for two years It is said he will seventn lnni with two on bases de.
iuiiow iuuk aiuuuu uie cuuuuy ueny-in- g cided the game as it
gave Pittsburg a
that Cook reached the pole. He lead never overcome.
Adams
will make his first appearance at the
the Tigers
Summers,
holding
Hippodrome on Sunday night.
down to six swats, three of which
were for extra bases. Willet relieved
ANOTHER REVOLUTION "
Summers in the
inning, but too
REPORTED IN NICARAGUA. late to win the eighth
game.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 13. A specFirst inning D. Jones, first man
announces
ial to the
home run. Pittsburg delays to
that a revolution has broken out in
(Continued on Page Eight- Nicaragua.
lec-jcuri-

out-pitch-

up-get-
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THE LURE OF THE DESERT LAND
Have you slept in the tent alone
a tent
Out under the desert skv
where a thousand thousand desert'
nines
All silent "round you lie?
The dust of the aeons of ages dead,
And the peoples that trampled by!
Have you looked in the desert's
painted cup,
Have you seen the lightning flashing up
From the ground, in the desert
dusk?
Have you heard the song in the desert rain
(Like the undertone of a wordless
rhyme) :
Have you watched the glory of colors
flame
In its marvel of blossom time?
Have you lain with your face in your
hands, afraid.
Face down flat down on your face
and prayed,
While the terrible sandstorm whirled
and swirled,
In its soundless fury, and hid the
world,
And quenched the sun in its yellow
j
glare
Just you and your soul, and nothing

I

MEN

OF FASHION WANT HART
CLOTHES

SCHAFFNER & MARX

If you're interested in sports you're sure to be interested in stylish clothes; you'll meet men who dress well, and want the best.
We can't do better for you, nor for ourselves, than to get you into
Hart. Schaffner & Marx clothes; and that's better than anyone else
can do for you.
All wool fabrics, perfect tailoring, correct styles.
Suits, ?22.50, $2.".0O, $27.50, $30.00 and $35.00.
This store is the home of Hart, Shaffner & Marx.

On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

j
'
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Phone 10a
Santa Fe.

$M!mmms3mffiEm&mam&
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100 lbs Pansy Flour
50 "

ll

8 100 "

ll

1.60

Bobolink

$3.10

50 "

1.55

n'
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register tickets
with all cash purchases.
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inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

THICKER THAN EVER
THANKS TO CUTICURA

No. 40

Telephone

lM.lt

Ap SEE

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND
PRICES
FROM

S4.00

?

SG.OO

Ifyou want a good pair of Shoes
for the boy try a pair .of
BULL'S LYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
FOR

P O Box 219.

HOUSE

SOLE AGENTS

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C

3. Cflif
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

0S5II

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
dbVe?hId CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

I flnilTW COMMERCIAL LITERARY I
1

SCIENTIFIC

&

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

JEWELER

BROTHER HERMES. President

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee a saving of
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with, the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
' 4.
We guarantee that the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

4

stig.

,a'ti

d

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

FRESH EGGS

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee

MILK

every

stove

to

remain absolutely air tight as long

.
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CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY i

one-thir-
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stipation.

Sen for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

petti
of Toledo,
coats for the children. Misses and laLucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oat.li that dies just received at the Racket Store.
he is senior partner of the firm of F. Night gowns for the old and young.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in W. N. TOWNSEND & CO,
the city of Toledo, County and State
TZTTrrTTTTrzTl
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
h
LARS for each and every case of
that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
&
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Telephone No 140 Red
in my presence, this 6th day of DeMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern- D. M.
&
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucuous surfaces of the system.
Builders and Contractors
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
on short notice
Furnished
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-

HOOVER

MANUFACTURER

LEO HERSCH

Salt and Seels

Pff

CREAM

leal

Grain, Petal

Flour, Hay,

Night Gowns
coats,
A brand new line of flannel

Ca-'arr-

CITY.

International Stock Food

j

,

THE

FOR

j

8

IN

Also Good lot Chickens

i

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Phone 86

TRY OUR
Ground Alfalfa

.

State of Ohio, City

HALF CENTURY

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS

o

FOR YOURSELF

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

i

-

i

'

CALL

WE HAVE THEM

"About two vears ago I was troubled
with my head being scaly, like dandruff
Due neavier although I wash ray
head once a week
always. It never gave
me any trouble such
as itching or smarting and I never noticed any falling of
the hair. But shortly
after that I had an attack of typhoid fever
and I was out of the
hospital possibly two
months when I first
noticed the loss of hair, my scalp
I started to use a
being still scaly,
dandruff cure to no effect whatever.
And T used a ouinine preparation quite
freely which did no good cither.Whether
of the fever or some
it was the effect
scalp disease 1 don't know, but I had
any hair at
actually lost hopp of saving
all. I could brush it olT my coat by the
there?
handful. It got so bad that I didn't
If you have, then you know, for need to comb it any more
in fact I
was afraid to. My brother, who had
j
you've felt its spell.
used the Cutieura Remedies with satisThe lure of the desert land.
advised me to try tliPin. After
And if you have not, then I could not faction,
using two cakes of Cutieura Soap and
tell
nearly a box of Cutieura Ointment, the
change was surprising. My scalp is
For you could not understand.
now clear and healthy as could be and
Morris
in
si
Madge
Lippincott's
my hair thicker than ever, whereas
months ago I had my mind made up to
will
have a
short time. I
Theater Robbed The Mystic the- be bald in a taken
and send you
later
photograph
ater at Las Vegas was robbed of $10 one. William F. Steese, 5S 12 Broad St.,
the other evening.
Pittsburg, Penn., May 7 and 21, "OS."
in
Cattle
Pasture The
Many
Warm baths with Cutieura Soap and
Springer Cattle Company has at presanointings with Cutieura Ointent 7,000 head of cattle in its pastures gentle assisted
when necessary by Cutiment,
in Colfax county.
eura Resolvent (liquid or pills), afford
Killing 300 Head a Month The iwtant relief in the mostdistressingforma
of itching, burning, scaly, crusted
Koehler Packing Company at Koehler,
eczemas, rashes, inflammations, irColfax county, is slaughtering 300 ritations
and chafings of infancy and
head of cattle a month.
childhood, permit rest and sleep and
John T. Brennan on Trial John T. point to a speedy and permanent cure,
of cases, when all other
in the
Brennan, charged with stealing a suit remediesmajority
fail.
of clothes from Lee Fish, at Raton, is
ifiOc., TtrsnlTOnt
(Mtiriira Snap (2ic). Ointment
Cluwnlato Contort PUN t2fi). arp Bold
being tried in district court at the (50i.t :iwl the
Cbem. Corp.,
world.
Potter Drue
Butt1 Props., 137 Commons Ave. Bosum.
Gate City.
ou
Skin
Disease
Book
Mailed
Cutieura
Free,
W
Must Serve Thirty Days Anastacio
Griego and Guadalupe Tafoya were county, .from the Santa Fe depot at
sentenced to thiry days in jail at Las Las Cruces to Mesilla Park.
Vegas yesterday on the charge of
Red Men Instal Officers The Grand
drunkenness.
of New Mexico of the ImCouncil
Licenses
Issued MarMarriage
Order
of Red Men at Alburiage licenses "have been issued at Las proved
installed the following
querque
today
to
Toribio Royhal and Cesaria
Vegas
Montano of Los Torres and George V. officers: Leon L. Godshalk, supreme
representative; Dr. W. D. Huff, junior
Johnson and Grace Ethel Carr of
sagamore; William P. Mills, great
nvnntmt Thomas K Rlnnvelt. ereat
Pleaded Guilty to Stealing Horses (,v,ief nf records- William G. Woerner
a
"
n- -.
t
"i i
if,vn,.!J
.uaisamo xwiueru 01 aihuu mco, great keeper of wannpum.
pieaueu guuiy in jusu.ee 01 uie peace
Some Colfax County Cattle and
court nt T.as Vesfas vesterdav to
of Chico
Stevens
' .B
stealing four horses and was lodgydi h;.ep was
in the city last week. Mr.
Springs
in the county jail.
Stevens says that ,the Chico Springs
Eunk House Burned Down Last
vicinity will market, this fall 2,000
S
evening about o'clock, a bunk house head of beef cattle steers and dry
of the Santa Fe at Canoncito, eighteen cows, at a
general average of at least
miles south of Santa Fe burned down $35
per head, although the present
incidentally breaking the wires of rapidly swelling prices of beef cattle j
the Postal Telegraph Company. These may
increase tnese ngures to ;mu or
were repaired by this morning.
even $45 per head. "In sheep outDied at Age of Ninety-twJose look," said Mr. Stevens, "the Chico
Pablo Aguilar, father of Antonio Jose Springs region will ship this season
Aguilar, a prosperous sheepraiser of an aggregate of between 15,000 andj
Anton Chico, Guadalupe county, died 20,000 head of market feeding lambs,
pesterday at the age of 90 years. He chiefly to Colorado points. These
had lived under three flags in his iambs are weighing about 40 pounds
time, that of Spain, Mexico and the each and are being sold at $2.50 per
United States.
head. The James sheep ranges, lo- Wedding at Pena Blanca Invita- cated on the Kiowa between Raton
tions are out in themfwyptaoineb.aw and Chico Springs, will sell this fal
tions are out for the wedding at Pena 10,000 head of lambs and old ewes
The
Blanca, eighteen miles south of Santa for general market mutton.
Fe, of Abran Baca, son of Hon. Mar- - James ranges are also selling this
celino Baca,
of the legis-- ' season the wool clip of 18,000 sheep,
lrture, to Miss Lucie C. de Baca, a 'with an average fleece of eight
pounds and a price of 20 cents per
daughter of Manuel Armijo.
l)0UIld' ,or this year's wo1 revenue of
Granted
Railway Franchise-P- robate Clerk Isadoro Armijo one of the $28,000." Raton Range.
most energetic citizens of the south-- )
"
west, has been granted a franchise for;
a narrow panee, rail mart hv the hnnrr!
of county commissioners of Dona Ana

ll

ui

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

throu'-'him-

NATHAN SALMON.
store

ehl

Scalp had been Scaly for Some Time
After an Attack of Typhoid
Fever his Hair Began to Fall Out
Now It is
by the Handful

s,

at SALMON Store

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

8R0S. COMPANY.

j

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS."
MONEY TO LOAN

Wm. FARAtJ

LOSS OF HUB

Phone
No 14
i

w

as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee Is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

ood-Ds- vi

1

C

Phone

HARDWARE CO.

5

can't know curative certainty, unless you know your druggist.
When your Doclor orders medicine of a complex or simple
nature, BRING ALL PRESCRIPTIONS HERE. They will

ZQOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE HO 21tf

be filled accurattly, quickly and safely.

The results

will be all your doctor and yourself expect

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
PHONE NO. 213

;
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Not Coal Land.
Pt'liartnient of the Interior.
I". S. Jand Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, October 4. 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Bernardo Martinez, of Pecos, New Mexico,
who, on October 5, 1904, made Homestead Entry (Serial 03904), No. 8105,
NV
for V
XE
and E
Section 21, Township 17 N. Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before the Register or Receiver of the U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
the 18th day of November, 1909.
2

Claimant names as witnesses:

Cre-senci-

o

Rival, Manuel Sandoval, Apol-- '
onio Martinez, Simon ViveVash, all of
Pecfos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Sep-temp-

21. 1909.

Notice is hereby given that Albina
Lucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
cn July 3, 1908, made Homestead En
try (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
of Lot 1, Section
Section C, and N.
7, Township 18 N., Range 4 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before the Register and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
."New Mexico, on the 4th day of Novem-lier- ,
2

1909.

Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
It and Profited Thereby.
"Good news travels fast." and the
thousands of bad back sufferers in
Santa Fe are glad to learn that prompt
relief is within their reach. Many a
lame, weak and aching back is bad no
more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
Our citizens are telling the good news
with the Old
of their experience
Quaker Remedy. Here is an example
worth reading:
Locario Ixpez, Agua .Fria street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have had
no severe return of kidney trouble
since using Doan's Kidney Pills several years ago. Now and then I have
noticed a slight attack of backache,
but at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
have given quick and positive relief.
For a long time I was made miserable
by spells of kidney complaint and my
back often so lame and painful that I
could scarcely do anything. I did not
sleep well and no matter whether I
were lying down or standing up, the
trouble was in evidence. The kidney
secretions annoyed me both day and
night by their irregularity in passage
and there was a heavy sediment in
them. After several remedies I tried
had failed to heln me, I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and they lived
up to all the claims made for them. I
have never hesitated to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when the

opportunity has occurred."
For sale by all dealers.

Price

50

cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

Claimant names as witnesses: Re- States.
fugio Arnienta, of Jemez Springs, N.
Remember the name Doan's and
M.; Lino Armenta, of Jemez Springs, take no other.
X M.; Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.; Jose Armenta, of JemTO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ez Springs, N. M.
Connection made wlta Automobile
MANUEL R. OTERO,
daily,
line at Torrance for Roswell
Register.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at' Roswell
The New Mexican Printing Com- at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros
pany has on hand a large supply of well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
pads and tablets suitable for school rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
work, the desk, and also for lawyers fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
and merchants; good everywhere. We is $5.80 and between Torrance and
will sell them at 5 cents in book form. Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
manager. Automobile Line.

WOOD'S HACK LINE

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because
you have contracted ordi
From
nary colds and recovered from them
without, treatment of any kind, do not
for a moment imagine that colds are
Leaves BARRANCA at 2 35 p m not dangerous. Everyone knows that
7 p. m pneumonia and chronic catarrh have
Arrives at TAOS at
their origin in a common cold. Con
sumption is not caused by a cold but
the cold prepares the system for the
"SSS
reception and development of the
germs that would not otherwise have
Teas, miles nearer (lnnA
IBdliiS found lodgment. It is the same with
liarn. any otlier ua-aall infectious
diseases. Diphtheria
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
'BACK TO THE WOODS' cough are much more likely to be contracted when the child has a cold.
You will see from this that more real
danger lurks in a cold than in any
other of the common ailments. The
easiest and quickest way to cure a
cold is to take Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. The many remarkable cures
effected by this preparation have
made it a staple article of trade over
a large part of the world. For sale by
! all
druggists.

Barranca to Taos

FARE

$5.00

The seals and record books for nopublic for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

taries

the inferior woods that you used to
use if this
ours is not
saw or nail
supply only

new line of Lumber of
the best you ever put a
In! We are striving to

the best

seasoned

and

Seast flawed Lumber that can be
and we
found in this neighborhood,
Relieve we are succeeding in pleasing
Beautiful line of handsome furs just
all our numerous customers. Let us received at the Racket Store. Prices
to
as
either
hear your complaints
from $2.50 to $25. Hurry and get
quality or price. We'll cheerfully first pick. They are the very newest
remedy anything that's wrong.
and snappiest ever shown in the city,

New Furs New Furs.

Charles W. Dudrow

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
of
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

fl

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

XUk

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and it Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul-

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support. OFor Catalogue and further information, address the President

W. E.
.

DIAMONDS

right prices
RIGHT Q00D3
RIGHT SERVICE
4C

H.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.
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JEWERELY-

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

WATCHES
Eye Tested and
Fitted By
te

Method

CHILDREN

NO TRACE OF SLAYER
OF SALLI E HATTON.

MUST

Murders in Annals of Territory Dudley ReFrom Kansas.
BE VACCINATED "If the turns
slayc-- i of Sallie Hatton had
been lifted up into the clouds or swallowed into the earth he could not
have more effectively concealed his
'racks than he has done."
This is the statement of Lieutenant
Mexico
W. K. Dudley of the New
mounted police, who arrived in Albuquerque Monday and who for the
past ten days has been spending
night and day in an effort to find
some clue to the identity of the fiend
LAW LIBERALLY INTERPRETED who
murdered the beautiful Los
girl near Santa Rosa, two weeks
ago as she was riding from Sunta
Board of Health an4 Medica Rosa 10 her home.
"The theory that her assailant was
Examiners Concludes
tlie hills to keep an appointment with
a man has long since been exploded,"
Session.
said Lieutenant Dudley. "Every indi
cation shows extreme violence and!
Territorial Superintendent of
(here is not a thing in the whole his- Instruction J. E. Clark has issued torv of the vic tim to show that she
the following circular letter to coun-- j i fiil,l
inHwerete
ntiviliitia
ty superintendents on the subject of! "The lliory that her assailant was j
enforcing the vaccination law, putting! a tramp has also been exploded. I
the most liberal construction on thej have followed the murderer's trail, in
law as it stands, the circular being ap so far as it has been possible to allow j
j
proved by the office of Attorney Cener it almost on my hands and knees and
it shows a thorough familiarity with
al Frank W. Clancy:
which no tramp could
Circular Letter oi Vaccination.
j the country
Gentlemen:
Chapter 103 of the have had.
"Around the scene of the murder
Laws of 1903 and Chapter 17 of the
Laws of 1901, provide that all child- run several ledges of shelf rock which
Afren of school age in each county of the leave absolutely no foot marks.
her
and
the
ter
beating
assaulting
girl,
territory shall be vaccinated against
murderer
with rocks the
smallpox. An occasional difficulty has horribly
for
arisen concerning the interpretation dragged her by the feetinto a twenty
small
and dumped her
and enforcement of these laws, and up- yards where
to cover
he
ravine
attempted
on request I am submitting the follow
the body with brush. He had no knife
ing mieriireianon :
branch and twig was broken
for
Each teacher of the public school off. every
From the scene of the murder the
(rural, village, town, or city) shall man rode the girl's horse for probdeny attendance to the school to all ably fifteen hundred yards. Here he
children who are not so vaccinated.
took off the saddle and bridle and the
Every child admitted to the school girl's hat and coat. The hat he hid in
should be required to present state- a small cedar tree. How carefully he
ment from a reputable physician li- worked is shown by the hiding of the
censed to practice in the territory of hat. Approaching the tree he threw
New Mexico certifying that said child the girl's coat on the ground, then
is properly protected by vaccination; jumped from the shelf rock to the
said certificate specifically stating that coat and climbed the tree. After hidthe child has been effectively vacci- ing the hat. he stepped down on the
nated (leaving well pronounced scar) coat again and off on the shelf rock,
within a period of five years previous after which he picked up the coat and
to the date of entrance upon the climbing down over the edge of the
school or that such child has been rock, a trail which I had difficulty
vaccinated either with or without pro- in following, he stored the coat away
nounced effect, within a period of underneath a shelf of rock, where it
twelve months previous to entering was found. The man's trail we folfinhis
marks
of
lowed
the
here
by
the school.
X. B. It is the consensus of opinion gernails, as he clung to the side of the
of physicians of the United States that cliff.
"From that point we followed his
an effective vaccination protects th
a short distance of the railchild against smallpox for a period of trail to
where
it is absolutely lost.
road,
at least five years.
not a single trace to show
is
There
At the beginning of the school year
where it leads.
and at such other times thereafter as
"I have been far into Kansas. Evit may be deemed advisable the teachman who has left Santa Rosa
ery
er shall make report to the county su- from the
day of the crime has been
perintendent of schools giving the arrested and put through careful quesnumber of children who have been tioning. They, were every one able
vaccinated within a year and the num- to prove absolutely that they had no
ber of children who have presented knowledge of the crime. A reward
certificates certifying to effective vac of $1,000 had no effect, at all. We
cination within a period of five years, confess that we are completely baftogether with a list of names of par fled and that the case is one of the
ents who refuse or fail to have their most difficult that has ever come to
children vaccinated.
our attention."
It becomes the duty of the sheriff
or any constable whom the sheriff may WU TING FANG ATTENDS
SPIRITUALISTIC SEANCE.
designate to arrest such parents or
guardians, and upon conviction they
Hs Somewhat Mystified and Indicates
shall be fined not less than twenty-fiv- e
($25.00) dollars nor more than one
That He Will Return to Inves-tiflat- e
hundred ($100.00) dollars, or be
for Himself.
as provided by law.
Washington, Oct. 13. Having satisThe fine collected for violation of fied himself regarding the technique of
this act shall become a part of the flying machines when he visited Wilschool fund in the district in which bur Wrright at College Park, Md., and
the offender lives.
plied him with all sorts of questions!
The
county superintendent of Wu Ting Fang, the Chinese minister
schools is required to enforce the law to the United States, turned his attentouching the vaccination of children tion to spiritualism and took his first
attending the rural schools under his plunge into the mysteries of the spirit
world. He attended a meeting of the
supervision.
In incorporated cities and towns the Temple League of Spiritualism where
boards of education are required to en- he was informed by a medium that
n
force the law.
spirits hovered by his
Section 12, Chapter 121, Laws of side.
From the time the "human interro1909, provide a penalty ($25 to $500)
for the failure of any member of the gation mark" as Wu has become
board of education or any county su- known here, entered the hall he was
attention.
perintendent to perform his duty im- all open-eyeWhen Mrs. Hennen. regarded as a
posed under or by virture of the law.
Vaccination may be performed by very good medium by the spiritualists,
the county health officer or by any rep- took the floor and asked whether any
one was present who had never receivutable licensed physician.
The expense of vaccination of child- ed a message from the spirit world,
ren in indigent families may be met as Wru signified that he was such. The
provided in Section 30, Chapter 103, medium .declared that she saw standLaws of 1903.
ing by the Chinese minister's side a
County superintendents are hereby woman of his country with two childurged to make special effort in the en ren.
She said she had not been given
forcement of the laws concerning vac
cination against smallpox and to visit their names but described them to
the various districts in which difficulty him and remarked that if during the
arises over the enforcement of this evening the names yere given her by
law with a view to a settlement of the spirits, she would make them
such difficulties without recourse to known to him. While she gave spirit
the courts.
messages, names and descriptions of
Yours very respectfully,
spirits to persons in the audience, Wu
watched and listened with the keenest
J. E. CLARK,
(Signed)
Territorial Superintendent Public in- interest.
t
When the meeting came to a close
struction,
Wu sought out the different mediums
Trustees Make Distribution.
Leo Hersch, trustee of the property and interrogated them.
"How long have you bad this power
of M. Koury at Cerrillos, today an
nounced that he wil make the first dis to see the spirits?" asked Dr. Wu.
tribution of the assets among the credWhen answered that the power was
itors. The first distribution amounts a gift and that the medium had been
to five per cent of the claims.
able to see the spirits since she was a
Medical Examiners Adjourn.
Wu shrugged his
child knee-higThe territorial board of health and shoulders and uttered a significant
medical examiners adjourned this af- "Um."
ternoon after completing routine busiMany were the other questions he
ness. Several more candidates for li- asked before he took his departure and
cense to practice in New Mexico were it was not until after he had left that
examined.
the spiritualist leader learned that
their visitor was the minister from the
It is an admitted fact that ,reai es- Celestial empire.
Before leaving Wu carefully inquired
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results ate regarding future meetings and gave
obtained by advertising in the New the impression that he intended to in
Mexican.
vestigate further.

New Mexico Military Institute

One of Most Brutal

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of the Southwest."
Army Oft'cers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

The

V

Circular Issued by
Superintendent J.
E. Clark
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"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3.700
feet above sea level, suusblne ever? day, but
lltie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, ail graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern le all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahooo, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President: J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; VV. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particular! and Illustrated catalogue

address.

COL.

IAS.

W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

GJQ CAL!EVT

J

IjOT SPRINGS.

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
ef Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- o
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line oJ stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and

Mercurial

Affections, Scrofula,
all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort Is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
juntagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m., the
7,hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
of alkaline salts te the gallon, being address:

Catarrh, La Grippe,

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proorietor.
Oj ) Ctlisnt. Tas. County NM

Wells Fargo k Company
Express

j

General Express Forwarders
TO

All

.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .
-

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent.
USES

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SIN6LE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

half-a-doze-

Line

d

A. P

Hpiege1&rg- 627

Indian

I.

San Francisco

Street

am Heiioaa Hares ana Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
E9S39BI

ONLY
of

the finest

TA

SALE

Embroideries

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.

s
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tion has it that men with valets are
not of the stun! that discovers north
poles.

out five yars aso and since
then lias boon neglected, leaving the
oaches on each side drop
steep
uliniptly to the river bed, endangering
the lives of all those vbo have reason
to pass tliat way alter dark. Delgado

nas-luH-

aii

-

3T.

iff be hoped that the report
that Minister Crane was made a
street s the' only thoroughfare that scapegoat by the department of state
connects Palace avenue and the Canon js untrue.
Uncle Sam has not been
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
toad for the distance of over a mile addicted to that grade of diplomacy
d
is rather proud cf the tradition
and for that reason is of especial
. .$3.75
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
when enunierat-- ! and record of straightforwardness in
Tin
refore,
portaiiee.
$
Daily per week by carrier
.. 2.00 ing ihe Xew Mexico Central railway, diplomatic
WeeUly, per year
matters.
Mr.
Crane's
Daily, per month, by carrier....
1.00 the Elks' theatre, the Woman's Board character as a business man, a public
- Weekly, six months
mail
'
Daily, per month, by
5 of Trade library, the national guard spirited citizen, who took the position
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, per year, by mail
armory, tlie Deaf and Dumb school, the of minister to China reluctantly and
couit house, the Sanitarium, the exe- - jhen only upon the plea of President
COUNTY.
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE
cntive mansion, the eanitol extension. Taft, that a man of his caliber should
so important a place, makes it a
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to the fine new depots, the new Method- fill
of the President to do him
duty
circulation
ist church, the new buildings at Saint
every postcffi-.-- j in the Territory, and has a large and growing
the
United
at
Catherines
States
and
among ths intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
Industrial Indian schools, the Mary
Prices in the Boston wool market
.lames Mission school, the high school
LArit In
building, the parochial schools, the ' and in the Kansas City live stock
ward schools, the new jail, the three market are still firm and the trend
new bridges, the many new homes and is upward. It takes no argument to
acTHE WATER POWER OF THE RIO tendency with them is to leave the
the many other new structures that show that this spells continued pros-havquisition and distribution of that
GRANDE AND THE PECOS.
been built the past six year;s, perity for New Mexico,
of the great public utility in the hands of it seems
The Chicago Record-Herald- ,
TZZ
nothing short of 'negligence
with enormous on
4th instant, contains a shoit but im- private corporations:
of
the
authorities
that
can
Mexican
New
uo printing
The
county
part
editorial entitled, 'Tinchot nominal capital, but whoso purpose is a new bridge on Delgado street is notj
pressive
to that done in any of the large
equal
to use their stock as a raft' for the
on Water Power." It says:
among these new and splendid Mm-- ' cities. Our solicitor, every piece' of
"Clifford PiiK'hnt is convinced that a floating of equally enormous bond
of the past few years of
we turn out. Try our stock once
other'' words, the proceeds of proveiiK'nts
water: nower trust is in process of fOV- which the city has just reason to be and you will certainly come again. We
mation. He speaks with the authority oonu sates, generally at ngures ueiuw proud.
I
have all the facilities for turning out
of one who lias made a special study of par, will be practically the only cash
every class of work, including one of
con-out
the subject, and what he says is borne ' used for meeting the expense of
the best binderies in the west.
it
cost
At
a
to
does
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the
intended
power plants,
by the testimony of other men. We struction
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were
two
Las
Vegas yesterday,
mav lie sure moveovor. from the his not to speak of the expense of prothat1 motion, and the corporate shares will sentenced to the county jail for drunk- combinations,
established
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enness. Not that this is an unusual EXCHANGE
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at
not
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does
and
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not
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will
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over trusts. Without restrictions, it finally,
would exercise a despotic rule over the only the interest on long time bonds cost ot the drinks, the two men will
business of the country, and. of course, metamorphosed from time to time into be prevented for an entire month from
measures should be devised for keep- other and heavier bonded indebted- following their customary work. At
can
be
as
also
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but
such
only a dollar a day that means $00.
profits
control ness,
ing it under government
If squeezed out of the enterprises for the In the meanwhile, unless their wives
wherever this may be possible.
WORK
are able to take m washing, the
grants are to be made they should be payment of dividends. Bui, in New
fain-!
with governmental control munity will have to support their
limited in time and guaided by other
Send Your laund y to the
Mr. Pine-hoinsists only and assistance at the very beginning, Hies for that time. When released
conditions.
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stock
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any
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pay
on the proper protection of the public.
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will probably have
Congress may well emulate his zeal ' time, the charge for power can be kept steady jobs, before,
lost
them.
lost
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and
that
ves Tueiday,
they
lea
charge
minimum,
ket
and ive effect to the policy that he
be a very small one after the govern- their self respect, they have taken aft-- ; Returns Friday.
advocates."
mental advances shall have been reim- - other step downward and it will he AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr
With due appreciation of Mr.
Since all will have equal and much harder for them to succeed in
bursed.
S op;
public spirit, we feel that, on
to purchase, electric the future. There are other losses, Barber
fair
opportunity
this subject, President Taft, Secretary
Phone No 122
power corporations acquiring any part more remote perhaps, but losses never- F. O. BROWN,
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without
would put them at great disadvantage hundred, and
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saying
evening's editorial in the New Mexican in
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competition with like corporations that the loss to the community in tier- on the Water Power Trust:
n
to
out
on
make
I
founded
drunkards
actual money prudently .'tting saloons
Fortunately, the water power ques used, and in no respect on metaphori-- oi men, is almost incalculable, that it
tion m New Mexico, so tar at least as cal "water."
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it relates to the Rio Grande and the
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every
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every
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whatfor
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dictions:
there
every won an is a money saver
on the Estancia plains and on who are drunkards, are a bad invest- and shewlll help jou wonderfully
ever that, in a territory. Congress has pump
a
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nlennrv riicitrwit i va' cm,l a rim iniat vnti va other lands similarly situated,
ten times the license they do now.
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authority over the subject, provided,! erated from the waters of the Rio
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that, for any taking of private property Grande and the Pecos, to the limit to
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a
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incidentally needed in reaching the which that energy can be economically er trust in the northwesttalk
that is gob
governmental end in view, due com- transmitted over wires. It is time that
We will ell you a very desiruii all available natural power
pensation be made. Without diverting public attention is drawn to this im-- ' bling
able lion.e on pf yn ents. which
sites.
if Nr-But
what
should
Mexico
rent morey will make
a dro;i of the waters of those great
jour
be breeding a little power trust of
I'on't watt.' Begin now paying
rivers from the reasonable uses and portant subject."
for
home.
your
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own? Perhaps, such a trust, if it
The New Mexican does not go to
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purposes of irrigation and domestic
meant
would
welcome
business
be
for
CONTRACT tOK CHEAP MOwater supply, the government can now the length of this attorney, in fact, it would
push the development of
does not follow him at all in the sugNEY.
provide by statute a means for the utof government ownership and New Mexico ahead twenty years. But
gestion
GEO. M. KINSELL
ilization of their prodigious
motive
exploitation of power sites, which if it does not mean business and
294 San Francisco St.
energy by the creation of power plants would be
in social- simply is gathering in the power
another
step
only
at the numerous
available
points ism for there is too much of that sites to prevent others from utilizing
which ihe engineers of the reclamaspirit in the federal activities already. them, then it should be curbed. The
tion service could easily find and lo- Wherever
253SE233I
private capital can be found power trusts that will within reasoncate, if duly assigned to that duty. to develop and utilize the natural able time erect power plants on all
Under no circumstances should the power of New Mexico streams, it the streams of the Territory, harness
control of such primary and funda- should be given an
opportunity to all the waterfalls to power producing
mental establishment, affecting the do so, under proper regulations and engines and set these in motion, will
waters of the Rio Grande and the Pe- safe guards. But few thoughtful peo- be received with open arms and giv-eall the leeway it wants, but a powcos, be allowed to pass into the hands ple in the west will be willing to see
THE LEADING
of private corporations or individuals, the government compete with local er trust that is a mere dog in the
or to become the basis of stock specu- electric power and lighting plants manger should run up against legislation, They should he constructed at when these are fair in their treat- - lative measures that will compel it to
the national expense and for the pub- - ment of their customers and the com- - make use of what it has filed upon or
lic use, and the governmental ad- munity, as is the case with the Santa else relinquish its rights, which at
vances should be secured by the net Fe Water and Light Company. Nor the best are mere conditional grants,
to the first comer .who will guarantee
tolls.
Equality and freedom should will any one advocate that those pri- to build and run a
power plant.
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individuals
vate
and
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characterize the distribution, among j
the individuals and corporations apply- "have filed on the power sites in the
canon on the Rio Grande
The feasibility of the- - Lake Urton
ing for it, of the power thereby pro- White Rock
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disproject has been established and its
duced. Its monopolization should be or on the upper Pecos should be
made impossible. The charges for its turbed in their prior appropriations great value in the development of the
rights providing they middle Pecos valley is annarent. The M
use should be limited to what may be and acquired
.
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power sites must get future of the commonwealth.
Nor
lation of a sinking fund for the ultibusy, for the people will insist on must it be forgotten that it was due
mate satisfaction of the principal of
good faith on their part. There has to the urging of Governor Curry and
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And every step in been too much mere speculation al- - of
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
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Some way should be provided
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at least the expense is paid
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conditions protective of such sovereign
progressive and yet economical board out of the funds of the association
rights in the two rivers as might com of county commissioners, and long
and by which the secretary is paid
remain in the United ter other deeds of theirs are forgotten, for any
time and effort he must put
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iocaj history will say that they built in to arrange a program and the pre"What is doing in Colorado, Wyo- these bridges for they are built for all liminaries for the annual summer
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The o'dest backirg institution in New Mexico.
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R. J. PALEN. President.
L. A. HUGHES,
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Vice
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J. H. VAUGHN. Cashier.

J, B.

President.

READ,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS-

-

$75,000

Transacts a general banking busiress in all its brandies.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a1 d sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transacting agency
;
Interest allowed on time deposits at the
public or private
; rate of
three.per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on. consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to tlnm as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.
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ROSWELL-TORKANC-

E

ROUTE.
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Saving
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
over 30 house between
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers
these points over any other route.
.
and Kissel Automobiles.
of modern Cars in
Full
Shortest route between Roswelland serviceequipment
' comfort to passensecuring
and
El
Paso
to
the Pecos Valley
Courteous
and expert Chaufgers.
Santa Fe and all points in the Es- feurs in charge of every car. Seata
tancia Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern--,
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at llailway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for well, New Mexico.
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Baggage allowance 50 lba.
of baggage can be carried
llailway.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv by notifying Company at ROswell.
.

Any-amoun- t

J. W. STOCKARD,

MANAGER

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cleired, pressed and put in good shape
for fall wear. ; We will do it ) RTaHm
We will cbarge j
The Golfed Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
PHONE

203
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OFFICERS

G.

FLICK

FRANKLIN

returned from a trip

ace.
r.Ttr- - ill
Sheriff Charles Closson is at the
7f
Albuquerque fair with a siring of six
race horses.
District Attorney C. Y. G. Ward of
Las Vegas, was an arrival last night,
stopping at the Claire.
C. T. Brown of the Socorro School
of Mines, was a noon arrival today
registering at the Palace.
J. W. Cramer, a New York traveling
iilV'"
j0&23-iftiKman, is calling on merchants today.
He is a guest at the Palace.
William Grutseh and son of Denver,
are in the city enjoying the sights.
They are guests at the Claire.
J. P. Brinkley of Golden, southern
Santa Fe county, is on a business
Little Load.
Big
; visit.
He is a guest at the Claire.
.1. A.
If you have an ordinary heater you are buying the hi;; load of soft coal
Haley" and W. T. Callahan of
.Preseott, Arizona, are business visit-- .
the ?im!i load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
where
ors in town. They are stopping al
of heat in the
amount
'the Claire.
M. S. Stern and J. R. Mills, travel-jinmen from Chicago, were among
"the arrivals of last night, registering
The celebrated Hot BlaLt Down-Dra- ft
in the Vil;on produces perfect
at the Claire.
combustion
and the burnable fumes which escap, in ether heaters are
Robert Law and wife, former resi
dents of Santa Fe, arrived last night
consumed in the Wilson, so that evtrv shovelful of coal in
from Los Angeles and are stopping at
the Wikon Heater will produce 40 j cr cent more heat than
.the Palace.
the
ir.me amount ot coal in other iiculcis.
J. M. McKelvey of Las Vegas, auditor for the Wells Fargo Express
one likes to waste money why throw away 40 per
Company, is in town on business. He
on
cent
every dollar ou spend for fuel.
is quartered at the Palace.
.? el ; 1 9
it
George Stabler and Isaac Stabler,
Santa Fe Hardware
two Indians from Omaha City are in
Santa Fe on their way to AlbuquerTlTITl'tf PnmTiiTin
uuy j uuiiiu iiiv
que. They are quartered at the Claire.
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero
of Las Vegas has left on a trip that
includes Santa Fe, Albuquerque, El
Paso and Monterey, Mexico, before he GIVEN NINETY DAYS'
EXTENSION.
returns to the Meadow City.
of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goldsmith
St. Louis, who are sojourning in New Mexico Central Affairs Being
S-- Wl
NTER-F- U
Satisfactorily Says AlbuSanta Fe, left this morning on a visit
querque Dispatch.
to relatives in Albuquerque and incidentally will take in the fair.
Albuquerque, X. M., Oct. 13. At a
A. R. Manby left Santa Fe yester
here today between the credimeeting
he
day for Ojo Caliente Springs, where
will remain for some time to find re tor.-, of the Xew Mexico Central railand we are p'ep'red fo it with the newest
lief from an attack of rheumatism, be- road and the bondholders' committee
and snappiest line of beautiful furs ever shown
of the railroad, action
was taken
fore returning to his home at. Taos.
which
results
in
in tha city.
saving
practically
Druggist A. J. Fischer will return to the railroad from a
receivership.
Santa Fe tomorrow from attendance The affairs of the
PRICES RANGING PROM. ?2.
which runs
TO
at meetings of the board of pharmacy from Santa Fe to aroad,
connection with
Clovis
and
at Carlsbad,
Albuquerque, the Rock Island at
We would be pleased to show them to you,
Torrance, Xew
,he being the secretary of the board.
a distance of 110 miles, have
Mexico,
for when you see them we know it means a sale.
Harry C. Wilson, of Chicago, repre- been in a
condition for some
sentative of the American Book Com time and ittangled
Just received also bi line childrens jickets that
was rumored recently that
pany, who spent several days in San- the Rock Island had
to
range in priee from x2.Q0 to
attempted
ta Fe, left this forenoon for El Paso
the property. The creditors bebuy
to witness the meeting of President came
urgent and threatened a receivTaft and President Diaz and from
CHILDRESS,
Francis J. Torrance, Harrison
ership."
there will go to Los Angeles to visit Xesbit, John P. Finley and other cap
MISSES and
relatives.
LADIES
constiof
italists
Pittsburg, Pa., who
"Mrs. Henry Huning and four chil- tute
bondholders committee have
the
dren arrived from Santa.' Barbara, b'feen in session with the creditors
M
California, on a belated train yester- here for several days. As a result
will
and
be
the
afternoon
guests a fio days extension is granted in
day
of Don Pedro Montano and family in- which to
adjust the road's finances or
definitely. Mrs. Huning formerly re- to effect a sale.
hussided in Albuquerque, fhere her
band died about seven years ago."
SENATOR DEPEW SAYS
Las Vegas Optic.
A GOOD WORD FOR HEARST.
THEY ARE NEW AND PRICES RIGHT
BAR ASSOCIATION
Chaun-ceMEETING POSTPONED.
Xew York, Oct. l:!. Senator
M. Depew yesterday
spent his
Fifty-fourtin
home
West
his
at
first
to
day
Arrange
Albuquerque Bar Unable
street since the adjournment of
For It and Session Postponed
THE RACKET STORE.
Congress two months ago. He has
to January.
'
to
M2BESZI
Charles B. Catron,
secrtary and been traveling in Europe, returning
receivtreasurer of the New Mexico Bar As- Xew York Saturday night. He
ed two visitors only yesterday his
sociation, telephoned last evening that
pastor and the Post reporter.
Bar
Mexico
Xew
m.
n rimrrnKiHt'TMtffinTifTthe meeting of the
"One of the pleasantest pieces of
Association which was to have taken
news I got when I landed," he said,
lace th's week at Albuquerque has
Mr. Hearst had entered the
keen postponed until January, or rath- "was that
for mayor. I am not saying that
race
er will not be held, for the January I
shall support him, because as a
meeting is provided for by the s
NEW ABSTRACT DEPARTMEN In connection
straight-lin- e
Republican, never having
to be held at Santa Fe and is a ;eguI
naturshall
voted
other
ESTATE & INSURANCE business;
ticket;
with
any
lar meeting in itself. The Albuquerthe
with
regular
myself
ally
align
experienced man in charge.
que Bar which was to have entertained the association this week was unable to make the arrangements, not
IP YOU WANT A CLEAR
being able to find a suitable hall and
TITLE TO YOUR PROPERTY,
being unable to arrange a program
as every one seemed to be occupied
New York, Oct. 13. Lead, quiet.
with the territorial fair and the coming
;
copper, dull, standard
of the President, and President E. C. $4.304.37
C- &
Wade being unable to come up from spot, $12.2512.50; silver, 51; prime
gSANTA FE' NEW VEXICO
o
Mexican dollars,
Las Cruces. This is the first time in paper 4
call
CATRON
BLCCl
summer
no
43;
money
45.
meeting
many years that
New York, Oct. 13. Amal. 78
was held. Last year, the association
PH3NE RED 189
S. P.
N. Y. C. 135
met at Santa Fe, the year before at Atch. 120
87
IT.
P. 202
steel
Roswell and the year before that at 128
The officers elected last pfd. 127
Cloudcroft.
September wil hold over until January.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 13. Wheat Dec.
MONTEZUMA OFFERED
104
(g
May 105
TO RED MEN.
,
Dec. 57
Corn Oct. 59
r Albuquerque, X. M., Oct. 13. At toOats Dec. 39
May 41
day's session of the New Mexico
Pork Oct. $23.00; Jan. $18.27
Grand Council of the Improved Order 30.
of Red Men, a movement was started
Lard-O- ct.
Nov. $11.00(5
$11.97
which nas for its object the estab- 11.62
lishment of a national sanitarium for
Ribs Oct. $11.00; Jan. $9.67
tuberculosis in New Mexico, to be opWOOL MARKET.
erated for afflicted members of the
St.
Louis, Mo., Oct. 13. Wool, firm; DlGNEO & NAPOLEON Ages.
order. A tentative offer has already
been made by the Santa Fe railroad territory and western mediums, 23
of the $1,000,000 Montezuma hotel at 28; fine mediums, 2224; fine, 1319-LIVLas Vegas, and it is believed that the
STOCK.
organization will accept the proposiKansas City, Oct. 13. Cattle Retion under which it would receive the
ceipts 17,000, including 1,500 southbuilding and its expensive grounds erns. Market steady. Native steers
frafree, with the agreement that the
$4.508.75; southern steers $3.40
g
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P. A. Lauman, a traveling man from
is stopping at the Pal-

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

'!

SANTA"

PERSONAL MENTION

SS

THRIF-ECONOMY-HAPPINE-

will

13,

J. B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK MULLER

WILSON HEATILR.
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Thp Plarp
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HIMARE

UNDERTAKERS

FURNITURE

Buy

WILS0N

heaters

INLAID

LINOLEUMS

1

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

TETeelrs

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

Phono
iu
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50

23E522E52E
ESSES!
assays
THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

Flannel Petticoats

...,

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,

the Southwest

tanta Fe,

sk

Manaoer for New Mexicc.

A fll BERGE&E.

Catron Block

N. M.

25.00

6.0O

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Coapany
Denver Colorado.
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S

COLD WEATHER IS HERE

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS
NoflO

53

mm

FU RSFU R

d

I

y

h

WE CORDIALLY INVITE
YOUR ATTENTION

w.

& CO.

.

r.

AbstractsAbstractsEEAbstracts

1

Fall Models. Pattern and Tailored Hats

Niflit Gowns

T0WNSEND

N.

.

TO OUR DISPLAY OF

MM

by-law-

REL

NOVELTIES

In Belts, Collars and
Handkerchiefs etc.

MARKET REPORT

a Moda Millinery

WATSON

O

1- -:

1

COMPANY

4

.
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Catron Block.

Phone B'ack 78

3--

8

Drink

3--

The Valley anch

Have you visited the VALLKY RANCH this year? If not why not?
Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH buildings have been remolded at
great expense and offer the best of home comforts with splendid board?
Are you aware that the bigge9t trout cntch on the Pecos this jear was
made by a Santa Fe man at VALLEY RANCH? The Ashing season elosts

,
October 15th.
Aie you aware that the grouse' and quail season opens Oct. 1st., deer Oct
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,
Are you aware that the. VALLEY RANCH nas the best tennis court and
n
dancing floor in the territory.

Faiaplilet uid all Information.

J- -

F. MILLER, Mgr.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M
i

THE HOME BAKERY
EAST SIDE OF PLAZA.

NOW READY FOR BUSINESS
Order from Usdirect, or Phone to the Winter
Gro3ary,or H S. Kaune and Co, uatil our
phone is ii place, Ln us have your ji.rder for
reguUi gods or snpeial order,

Pabst

1--

ternity operate the sanitarium there
for a period of twenty years. It is
proposed to raise funds for the sanitarium by a small per capita assessment against all members of the order
in the United States.

4.75; southern cows, $2.504.00; native cows, heifers $2.255.25; stack
ers and feeders $3.205.50; bulls

$2.754;

calves

$3.758;

western

steers $3.906.75; western cows

$2.75

4.50.

Hogs
Receipts 14,000. Market 5
to 10 lower. Bulk of sales $7.257.60;
IS UP AGAIN.
heavy $7.507.65; packers, butchers
Oct.
13. Governor $7;257.60; light $77.50; pigs $5
Ardmore, Okla.,
Haskell and five
appear- 6.50.
ed before Judge John A. Marshall in
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
circuit court today to ansewer the steady. Muttons $44.80: lambs $5.50
7.10; range wethers yearlings $4
charges of fraud in acquisition of the
5.25; range ewes $34.75.
Muskogee town lots.
j
GOVERNOR HASKELL

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

CORRICK CARRIAGE

CO.

Hack & .eIus Line
120 San Fran: isco St.
Call op

1

32 Black for Carriage;.
j
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fiew FJexico Central Railroad; Time Table
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W
Mi
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p. in.
a. i.
a. in.
fa- - lu.
p. in.

wil
1159
1378
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1130
1543

Ar

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22
"
3.17
"
2.36
2.11

Toiran.n

7'

S.OU

6.0X6

11.35;
11.05

a.

6,244
6.430
780
600
602

u.3i

p.m.
"
9.00

1.15
9.45

2" Los AiiKeles "
." Mexico Ulty "
Ar Hoswcll Lv

7.00

111.

IO.1X1

'

1'aso

Kl

12.40

'.15

" Kaunas t'itv "i
'," St. f.ouls "

9.30
7.35
11.45

r

7,013
6,008
6,317
6.204
6.136
6.093

Lv

Stan
Moriarty
MflllKi-.l- l
KstaiH'ia
WUlafl
( V(lar alt.'

8.U0

p. niLOO
1.00
a, m.

220

Ar

Santa

Lv

2.49
4.10
4.49
5.14
5.39
6.13
T16

a.
a

6'00

I

111.

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witu the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
Exclusive agents all steamship
of the world. Pullman berths reserved.
lines. Information gladly furnishea.
.f. P. LYNG, City Freight and Passenger Agent
Laughlin Bldg.

St, Louis Hoc

Pacific

l,

Miles From
Dea Moines

m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a m
a. m
a. ax.
p. m.

00 ft.

I

10 12

10 36
13 50
II 05
11 20
11 45
12 20
12 45
30
8 60
54 15
4 45
4 55
16 60
6 16
8 36
7 08

t
11
16
20
28
81
42

7.

rr.

48

p. m,
p in.

42
43
68

p. m.
p, m.

69
77

:.v.
"
"
"
"
"
"

83

Arr.

p.m.

6

p.m.
p.m.
..10 p.m.
23

7. 46

N;
Lv. Des Moines, I
" Kumaldo,
" Dedman
" Oapulln
" Vigil
Thompson
" Ounnlnghain
Ollfton House Junction

0

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

rattinn

Preston
Koehler

89

Connect

with E. P.

84

"
"
"
"

&

18
0

Lv-

15

9 43
9 25
7 60
7 40
7 26
7 00

60
68
69

"

;"

tlO

47

Lv

N. M.

21

p, m,

p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p m.

p.m.
p.m.
a. m.
V m
1115 a.m.

7
18
28
20
88
41

"
"
"

N. M.

8 80
2 55
2 SO
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06

,7

"
'

"

U1MAKKON

24

Lv.

"

6 SO
6 16
4 55
4 35
4 25
8 55

2

a"'
Lv.

"
"

'

No

a. m.
a. m.

a.m.
a.m.

a. ni.
a. m.
a. m.

3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawion, N.

with E. P.

S. W. Ry.

train

No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,

Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
follows:
Passcnaer trains arrive and depart from De Moines
NORTH 80UND
SOUTH BOUND.
Mo. 1,
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
:08 a. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
a S. at Oes Moines, E. P V 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot frr the fo lowing points In New Mexico: Ocato,
Bayado, Aurora and Red Lake.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
beco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Laes, Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
E. J. DEDMAN,
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr
Gen Pass- - Agent
Superintendent
JM
RATON. N.
RATON, N, JH.
RTON, N M.
C. & S.

VISIT

El Paso's

Hv- 1st to 7th
-

LOW SUMMER RATES
THE EAST

TO

&

NORTH

effect Via

Now in

MEXICO CENTRAL

HEW

and Rock Island

E. P. & S. W.
For f oil particulars,
Address

1'.

a.--

p.

k,

&

s, w.

The Famous Nat Reiss Carnival Co.
which will be in Santa Fe for five
days commencing Tuesday, Oct. 19,
is the same company that is now furnishing all the amusements for the
Albuquerque Fair which is now in
j
progress in that city. The Fair man-- j
agement selected the Nat Reiss Car-- !
nival Co. from 25 carnival compa
nies, who presented their claims,
knowing that the high class attractions carried by Mr. Reiss justifies
the reputation that has at all times
and circumstances been accorded him
for cleanliness and amusement. The
ionowing is some or. me snows anu
ones are added from time to

Kl Paso Texas.

Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
Nevada,

time:

Oregon, and Washington.

Old fashioned one ring show.
Maid of the Air.
Gay Paree.
A Trip to the Orient.
Pharaoh's Daughter.
Old Plantation.
Wonderland.
The Fighting Lions.
Fairies Well.
Bohemian Glass Blowers.
Jumbo the Giant Snake.
The Wild Girl.
.
Giant Ferris Wheel.
Steam Gondolas.
The Third Degree.

Lunette,

IN EFFECT SEPTEMBER 15TH
TO OCTOBER 15TIL
Via

DENVER

k

RIO

GRANDE R, R,

;

Simmer Tourist Rales

""'

"

"

Por furthar Information make inquiry of
P. H. MoBREDB,

Ajeat, or

W. D.

SHEA, T. P.

SANTA PR. N. M.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
R. A. M.
Regular

P. A.

j

1,
n

second Monday of
each month at Maseni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRAXDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

g

,

cen-show-

m-n-

d

El Paso, Texas

j

J.

BO A

F GLtt-

OCT

perfect certificates or unsatisfactory
statements of cause of death should

'

be accepted. When overlooked, how-- !
ever, they may be corrected readily
and
by special' blank or telephone,
city returns should therefore be
nprior in mialitv nnH onmnWonoaa
In conclusion the director states
j
that with the cordial cooperation of
i state and city registration
officials,,
j the
value of the mortality statistics '
of the United States will be greatly j
improved. It is especially requested
that every effort be made to carry out
su-ne- w

1909

H.,

$3.45

$3.45

$3.45

PRESIDENT TAFT WILL BE THERE OCT. 15th
Tickets will be on sale Oct 9ohtol6th.
Returnf limit, Oct. 18th

J

,

MEETING
El Paso October 15th.

TAFT-DIA- Z

j

faithfully the recommendations for
the remaining months of the present
year, so that the entire returns for'
the year 1910, which are especially 1m- portant. because of the comparisons
possible with the population data of:
the thirteenth census, may be in com- , plete
agreement for all of the states
and cities of the United States. Spe-- I
cial circulars of instructions will be
"While in the army in 18C3 1 was issued relative to the
of octaken with chronic diarrhoea," says cupations and causes reporting
of death. It is
George M. Felton of South Gibson, hoped that the new standard certifi
Pa. "I have since tried many reme- cate, and the approved
instructions,
dies but without any permanent re may be adopted by all of the regis'
lief Until Mr. A. W. Miles nf this
nr.AU ,U!
....... ninna txotinn .tolas
DI.UI.CO
ui t.L1JU1"
till
tlUCS, DU liltll
persuaded me to try Chamberlain's oughly comparable returns may be
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy instituted for the decade beginning
one bottle of which stopped it at January 1, 1910.
'
once." For sale by all druggists.
who was one of the
. Dr. Wilbur,

j

$13.40

,

$13.40

MASONIC MEETING
Albuquerque N M Oct. 18-2- 3

j

.

$13.40

Round Trip from Santa Fe, Dates of sale. Oct. 14 15 16
Return Limit, Oet. 18th

$4.15

$4.15

$4.15

Round Trip from Santa Fe, On sale Oct 15th to 23rd.
Return Jinan Oct. 25th. 1909.

!

&

Secretary.

j

TO
Montana,

McCORD,

.

CARNIVAL WILL BE
HERE NEXT WEEK.

BROWN

A. N.

a.

8

,

MORTALITY STATISTICS
American delegates at the second defourth Monday In each
FOR NEXT YEAR. cennial revision, stated today that the
month at Masonic Hall at
opportunity of starting out with the 7:30 p. m
Revised Version of Classification
of use of the revised classification
for
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Census to Go Into Effect Cothe mortality statistics relating to the
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
operation of Authorities.
actual census year, is of the greatest
Washington, Oct. i:. U. S. Census value. It is highly gratifying, he said,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1.
Director E. Dana Durand, today pro- that the wishes of the United States 14th degree, Ancient and
Accepted
mulgated new rules and instructions for the advancement of the date of the Scottish Rite of Free
Masonry meete
for the purpose of securing more com- international revision from 1910 to on the
third Monday of each month
of 1909, were acceded to by the French at 7:30 o'clock In
plete and accurate trainscripts
the evening la
ueaths occurring in the selected government and the other countries
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
death registration states and cities of participating.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cort he United States.
These transcripts
In accordance with a resolution of
are obtained every month by the cen- the international commission an off- dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
sus bureau from nearly all of the city icial version of the revised titles is to
Venerable Master.
and state registrars in the census be prepared in each language repreHENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
death registration area and they form sented. The English translation has
Secretary.
tiw basis of the mortality statistics been made by Dr. Wilbur, aided
by
prepared by the division of vital sta- the other American delegates and by
e. p. o. e.
tistics, under Chief Statistician Dr. Hon. G. Wr. Knibbs, commonwealth
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. .,
( u ssy L. Wilbur.
statistician of Australia. This will
This action is expected to result in provide precisely the same tabular holds its regular session on the sectiie presentation of the most scien- list for all English-speakincoun- ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
tries
that
tific and trustworthy mortality statishave adopted the interna- month. Visiting brothers are invite
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP.
tics ever compiled in connection with tional classification.
Exalted Ruler.
a decennial U. S. census, which afThe active interest of the United
D.- SEN A,
Secretary.
fords the population
bases for the States in the promotion of interna- - J.
1910 death rates. In addition to this tional
uniformity was accorded a
Knghts of Pythias.
important step toward more reliable very graceful recognition in the be-- 1
Fe
Santa
Lodge No. 2, Knights of
new
of
version
the Stowinff of the
revised
data, the
c
'assification of the causes of death, international commission
iteguiar
ryinias.
meeting 1st and 3d
upon Dr.
in month at 8 o'clock in I.
us adopted at the Paris conference for Wilbur, who was called
Tuesdays
upon to pre- O. O. F.
hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- 1
the second decennial revision of the side over one of the sessions.
invited to attend.
ing
Knights
international classification, will go
The next revision will be called in
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
n
to effect January 1st next in the
1919 and under the auspices of the
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
sus registration area. Supplementing French
government, unless othpr these will be the use of the new Uni- vision is made. Dr. Wilbur
said it
Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
ted States standard death certificates is to be
hoped, however, in view of
Samuel R. Worley of Hixburg, Va.,
which it is believed the organized tne
of
American
great advancement
registration officials forming the vital vital statistics and the important part has been shoeing horses for more
than fifty years. He says "Chamberstatistics section of the American this country has
played in the extenPublic Health Association will adopt sion of the international classification lain's Pain Balm has given me great
relief from lame back and rheumafor the report of deaths commencing that the third decennial revision
will
January 1st next, at the Richmond, be called by the American govern- tism. It is the best liniment I ever
used." For sale by all druggists.
next. ment to meet at
Va., meeting, October 19th-22nWashington.
In his communication to the state
registrars, Director Durand states SOUTHWESTERN PRESS
that in their work of cooperation it
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
ASSOCIATION PLANNED.
js of the greatest importance that
there should be exact agreement beEl Paso, Texas, Oct. 13. A
tween the number of deaths as commeeting
for the puprpose
of organizing a
the
state
and
officers
the
piled by
by
census bureau, at least with respect Southwestern Editorial Association
via
to fhe total number of deaths report- has been called here for the week of j
New Meiico Central Bailroafl
This is the week of the
ed tor each month in each state, coun November
occur at El Paso fair and exposition, and as ai
ty, and city. Differences
;. resent which are not creditable
t0 large number of the editors and pub- October 15th and 16th ,
A'norican statistics. For the purpose nsners ot the southwest are planning
to
attend
is
the
it
a
fair,
considered
of preventing such differences,
a
Meeting of Presidents
H:Oi:thly shipment check list, showing propitious time for the formation of
the deaths by months and areas, has such an organization.
Taft and Diaz $13,40
No section of the United States is
been prepared and will be supplied to
better covered by the local press than
each state registrar.
Good returning Oct. I8th
He asks transcribers to follow ab- the Great Southwest, and every paper
solutely the instructions for copying issued a booster for the particular
and advises tests to ascertain correct- section which it represents. For this
November 1st. to 7th.
ness.
Permanent transcribers are reason the organization of an editorial
association for the better advanceac.
of
because
skill
the
preferred
El Paso Fair and
should be ment of the common cause of the
quired. Local registrars
is
southwest
to
be a timely
thought
compelled to make returns on time.
Exposition $13.40
No effective registration
can exist move.
when the central office permits tardi-- j
Good returning Nov. 8th
For Chapped Hands.
r.ess. The credit of the state service
must suffer, the director states, from
Chapped skin whether on the
Train arrives in El Paso
heedless and incompetent work, and hands or face may be cured in one
8 a. m. In time for
good dav
the compensation paid for the returns night by
applying Chamberlain's
Sigtit-seein- g.
is sufficient to entitle the government Salve. It is also unequaled for sore
to thoroughly reliable transcripts, nipples, burns and scalds. For sale
P. I YNG,
City Freight & Passenger Agent
promptly transmitted, and containing by all druggists.
all of the statistical data required to.
be registered under the state law.
To the city registrars the director
suggests they note the instructions to
state registrars. He states that a
city registrar should have in his
hands the certificate of every death
that occurs, with absolutely no exis
ception, before any disposition
made of the body; hence there should
be no occasion for certificates filed
many days after the close of each
month
or year. The corrections
11-16Tshould be obtained before the burial
or removal permit is issued. No im-

Clipped From the Columns of the
Martian News Published on
Planet Mars.
Special Flash Correspondence to the
News.
Santa Fe, X. M., U. S. A. Earth,
Oct. 6th, 1919. That the members of
the city's commercial
organization
did the right thing last week in appointing a special committee for the
purpose of taking steps for the holding of a big county agricultural fair
in this city next fall, is being proven
by the great success with which the
is
committee
The "Ten
meeting.
Cents a Week" idea is meeting with
favor on the part of the citizens and
so far the committee in charge of the
subscription lists have not met with
a single refusal, every one willingly
pledging himself to contribute ten
cents weekly from now on until the
date of the fair. Committees have been
appointed in every town in the county and reports show that in all of
them, particularly in the towns of the
valley, great interest is being
and the list, of ten cents a
week pledges are being rapidly filled.
The general committee which is to
have the fair in charge now feel certain that a large fund will be guaranteed by the ten cent contributions and
on the strength of the amount so far
pledged are going ahead developing
plans for a first class county fair, one
that will be a great, credit to Santa Fe
county and attract the attention of
the entire territory. The dry farmers have been thoroughly aroused and
all are eagerly preparing to make an
unusual display of their products.
The Armory building is to be used
for the purpose of displaying the products but it may be that a larger
place will be necessary, in which
event the old fair grounds will be
used and the necessary buildings
erected.
During the fair there will
be special attractions at the opera
house the feature being lectures oh
dry farming and other topics of interest to the farmers and stock raiser. It is now understood that the
ten cent idea will be adopted by many
other counties in the Territory as the
idea has proven so successful here.
The vagrancy law is being put into
force in a most stringent manner and
as a result the daily display of loungers in the Plaza is fast disappearing.
Instead it is noticeable that there are
more men than ever at work on the
streets putting them in better condition. The enforcement of the law is
also having great effect upon many
men who have been in the habit, of depending upon the labor of their wives
instead of working themselves Many
a faithful housewife is being made
happy by having her husband work on
the city and county streets.

DAILY!

49
46
88
82
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Koehler J not.
Uolfax
Oerrososo

M., 6:15 p. m.

Arr,

Ly.
"

u

" Nast
" Harlan
" Ute Park

p. m,
p. m.

M.

"
"

Ullfton House Junction

Lv.

8

t Connect!
1:5 a. m.

Miles From
Raton

'SiAiiuwo.

ALAN

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg- ular communication
first Monday of eack
month
at
Masonle
!! 1, Lid
J. A. MASS IB.
Worthy Master.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave

TEN YEARS FROM NOW

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
No 1,
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FRATERKAL

The cause of all skin diseases can be traced to some humor or acid Id
the blood; the cuticle is always healthy where the circulation is free from
impurities. When the blood is infected with acrid or unhealthy matter it
cannot perform its natural work of nourishing the skin, regulating its temperature and preserving its normal softness, pliability and healthfulness.
Instead it irritates and inflames the delicate fibres and tissues around the
pores and glands and produces some of the many forms of skin disease.
The itching and stinging so often accompanying skin affections are
produced
by the deposit from the blood of the acrid humors with which, it is filled,
into the sensitive membranous flesh, lying just beneath the outer covering,
and surrounding the countless nerves, pores and glands. This explains why
scratching the outer skin affords no relief from the itching and burning.
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases of every character by purifying the blood. It
goes down into the circulation and removes the humors or acids which are
causing the trouble, builds up the weak, acrid blood, and permanently cures
every variety of skin affection. Local applications can only soothe; they
never cure because they do not reach the blood. S. S. S. goes right into the
circulation, reaches the trouble and cures it by removing the cause. Book
n Skin Diseases and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA

'

3,700
J63
'1.349

111.

CU1ES
sicn I DISEASES

Palace.
J. Ar. McKelvey. Las Vegas; W. E.
Smith, La Veta: L. Bradey, Espanola;
George Law, Viaiid; P. A. Lauman,
Kansas City; J. W. Cramer, New
York; Robert Law and wife, Los Angeles.
Claire.
J. A. Haley, W. F. Callahan, Pres-cott- ;
George Stabler, Isaac Stabler,
P. Brinklev.
Omaha City; Joseph
Golden; D. Mehray, Mcintosh; M. S.
Stern, J. R. Mills, Chicago; C. W. G.
Ward, Las, Vegas; William Grutsch,
Jr., William Grutsch, Sr., Denver.
Normandie.
.1. F. Hovetten
and family, Oklahoma; George Murphy, El Paso; Mrs.1
J. M. aicDonald,' Hesperus, Cool.; G.
W. Johnson, Denver; airs. F. Lass-welL; A. Mclntyre, Stanley; H. S.
Moody, Denver.
Coronado.
Cipriano Salazar, Tierra Amarilla;
A. J. Dtigan, Otto; R. H. Lee, Estan-cia- ;
S. T. Lindly, M. D., Midway,'
Wyo.; Jose G. Sanchez, San Rafael;
R. Sayle, Lamy.

AJ.T.

HASS'K
DAILY

STATIONS
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WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC

Cough Caution

RUINS 60,000 GIRLS.

Never, positively never poison yonrlunfrs. If yon
cough even from a simple colli only you should
bron-chialways heal, 6ooth, ami ease the irritatedwith a
tulm. Ixm't blindly suppress it
stupefying poison. It's strange how soma things
Bnally come about. For twenty years lr. Snoop
has constantly warned people not to take cough
mixtures or prescriptions containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a little
late though Congress says "Put it on the label,
if poisons are in yonr Cough Mixture." Good!
Very good! IHereafterfortliisveryn-asonmotlierti- ,
and others, should insist on having Dr. fhnop's
Cough Cure. So poison marks o Dr. Shoop'a
labels and none in the medicine, else it must by
law be on the label. And it's not only safe, but it
Is said to be by those that knowit best, a truly remarkable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Shoop's Couprh Cure. Compare carefully the
Ir.
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison tuarks there! You can
always be on the sale side by demanding

Authorities
and Societies
Chicago
Making Vigorous Effort to
Stamp It Out.

Longnecker and his two babies and
refused to renew the lease. The law
makes this act of a landlord a niisde- - j
The fine provided is from
nieanor.

OrH

to $100. "My babies were too
young to damage property,' says
longnecker, who is a son of the hue
Judge Joel M. Longenecker. "but even
if they did damage anything our lease
made us liable for it. The only thing
we find in the way of damage was in
the yard where the children had dug
Of late years many land-- j
holes."
lords have dropped their ban because
they found their most desirable ten-- !
ants were families which had child-- j
ten: they were less likely to move if;
elaborate decorations were not provid-ed each spring. This test of the new
Illinois law will be crucial and prob-- !
ably bring to terms the obdurate
landlords who still show decided preference for childless tenants.
$."j0
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Furnished renins,

Women, worn and tired from overwork, need a

.Mrs. L. A.

Harvey.
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Adams. One run. Byrne
steady
Big Sale of Sheep .1. E. Spence of
Leach beat out bunt, Clarke
COUHTY SEA singled,
El Paso yesterday sold 11,000 head
sacrifices. Wagner given walk by
of sheep in Lincoln county for $32,-0i- 0
Summers purposely,
filling bases.
to Owen & Ingraham. The sheej'
Miller strikes out. Abstein
walks,
are on the range near Corona.
forcing run. Wilson struck out. One
Two Men Hurt in Wreck A caDis- run.
boose attached to an El Paso & SouthSecond inning Detroit no runs.
4
F.
Xo.
Andrews.
t
oysters.
western freight train was partially
Gibson
beat out hit to Bush. Adams
Sold Interest in Paper Dr. Fayette wrecked at
Ancho, Lincoln county,
sacrifices, Gibson went to third on
in
A. Jones has sold his interest
yesterday, and Albert Ziegler, a busiByrnes out at first. Delehanty makSouthwestern Mines.
nessman of El Paso, and M. Tiffany
Gibson scores
ing wonderful pick-ueave
Failnr puts up
troughs right were injured although not seriously.
on wild pitch. One run.
Suen
Died of Drinking Too Much
Ice in Mesilla Valley A letter from
Third
inning Detroit no runs.
Yen, a Chinese laundryman, died yes- Anthony, southern 'Dona Ana county, FRIDAY
DECLARED HOLIDAY Clarke walked.
'
Wagner singled
terday at Albuquerque of alcoholism. says that ice formed in pumps and
to third.
Clarke
sending Clarke
25
At
Pecos
at
Pecos,
Wedding
tubs and that alfalfa and other vegeon Miller's out at first. On
scored
a
Quin-tanNicasio
miles east of Santa Fe,
from the
tation suffered
severely
Hermit Mining and Develop- run.
and Miss Rosarito Bowles were frost.
Fourth inning. NO runs.
married this forenoon.
SevNew Mexico Cattle Shipped
ment
East
Las
Fifth
Company,
inning. No runs.
Have You Tried Them? If you are en cars of cattle were shipped yesSixth inning With one out Cobb
fond of pickles do not fail to read the
Vegas, Incorporated.
terday through the port of entry at
singled to left, Crawford doubled to
announcement of Hayward's market Columbus, Luna county, to Mexico in
left center, scoring Cobb.
on another page. It will interest you. bond to
the United States at
Governor Curry this afternoon is-- , hit to Wagner, who threw wild.Delhanty
Craw
lookThere With the Goods When
sued the following proclamation
Douglas, Arizona.
ford scoring. Two runs. Pittsburg,
can
.
about
for
you
goods
tin-bakery
ing
''Whorootj
U1U
i ICOIUCIIL Ul? tile IT.,!
niititfto, Lii DPI.cM.ni
jjq mug
not make a mistake if you visit the WILL TAKE UP WORK WHERE
.
.
ted States will arrive in
Texirn
New
c
tv.
.
oeveuui
store of F. Andrews. See advertiseninning scumit is now
GOVERNMENT LEFT OFF. early n the morning on Friday, Oc- catchi
for I)etroit De
ment elsewhere.
'
.
itober lo, and will arrive in the city AflamB striipli.
. .
nnt.
Failor does all kinds of plumbing
D",t""u"
.
of Albuquerque about 2:30 p. m., that
(Continued from Page One.)
Leach
trot, home rim
and tin work, will save you money.
day, to spend the remainder of that into
centerfield,
three runs.
The Weather a Year Ago Today a tnd will be sixty feet in width. This day in that
scoring
city in order to enable
year ago the weather was clear and i anal will enter into Urton lake and the people to visit Albuquerque and to Wagner hit by pitched ball, stole secpleasant with 100 per cent of sunshine, here the waters taken from the Pecos meet the President of the United ond, scoring on Schmidt's wild throw
The maximum temperature was C9 and will be stored. The capacity of the States. I, therefore, George Curry, to second. Four runs .
Eighth inning Crawford
hit a
the minimum 44.
lake is 190,000 acre feet. From Lake Governor of New Mexico do hereby
home run with two out into the cenRev. Vaugh Coming Next Sunday I'rtcn two main outlet canals with declare
Friday, October 15,. 1909, a terfield stand. Leach
running for it
the pulpit at the First Presbyterian laterals will be constructed
leading legal holiday and request the busichurch will be filled by Rev. A. P. out to the land to be placed under ness men and others to suspend their broke the fence but apparently was
The big diversion ditch or business on that day in order that we uninjured. One run. Wilson doubled,
Vaughn, who is coming here from Al- water.
canal from the Pecos to Lake Urton may show a proper appreciation of the D. Jones losing ball in the sun. Gibson
buquerque to remain a month.
singled scoring WTilson. One run.
one visit of the chief executive."
Failor has rubber roid roofing, east will alone cost approximately
j
Ninth inning Detroit fails to score.
million dollars.
side Plaza, phone B 188.
lu the construction
Santa Fe will be partly depopulated
The score
R. H. E.
Hallowe'en Falls on Sunday Hal- work of dams, flumes, etc., solid on Friday for every one who can pull
8 10
2
Pittsburg
on
to
stakes will go
lowe'en, October 31, falls
Sunday concrete and steel is to be used.
Albuquerque tomor Detroit
4
1
6
this year and therefore the mask ball
The consulting engineer to be in row evening or Friday morning.
Of
Willitts relieved Summers in the
of the Elks will take place on the charge of the work will be H. T. Hen course, if there had been a $2 round
eighth
inning.
'
night before, October 30.
derson, president of the Henderson trip rate, many more would have j Batteries
Adams and Gibson. Sum-- !
Water Works Bonds Sold Hager-ma- Engineering Company of Durango, Co- - made the trip.
mers,
Willits,
Stanage, Schmidt. Um
Chaves county, has sold $23,000 lorado. Engineer Henderson has won
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Johnston and O'Laughlin.
of six per cent municipal bonds, is- a great reputation in this line of workj will leave this afternoon for Albuquer- pire
sued for water works, at $1,000 pre- laving constructed the Montezuma que to join the thrones that will greet.
VICTORY FOR FREEmium to John Neveen & Company of project in the Montezuma valley of President Taft.
DOM OF THE PRESS.
Chicago.
Colorado, the cost being one million
It is very probable that the PresiC.
Noon
T. c i Mars, the plant of the Animas River dent will arrive earlier in the afterArrivals Palace:
Indianapolis, Oct. 13. Judge A. A.
Brown, Socorro: W. A. Brown, St. Company at Durango costing over two noon than had been
anticipated. Forty Anderson, o fthe United States court
Louis. Claire: J. R. Jones, Chicago; tniU.ons, the Alabama Northern rail- men of
the local militia have been or- dismissed the mrncpedtners
J. O. Kyle, Texarkana, Texas; Arthur road, the Ignaeio project in the Pine dered to
Albuquerque to take part injDelevan gmith and charles Williams,
K. Adams, Socorro; W. A. Brown, New River valley, the cost being $400,000,
the reception to the chief executive
York.
and many other similar projects. The
proprietors of the Indianapolis News,
Elected Captain of Company E.
who were resisting removal to the DisChange at Santa Fe Depot T. Shel- Ignaeio project is still in the course
Collector of Internal Revenue H. P.
trict, of Columbia for trial on a grand
don, formerly night operator at the of construction.
Bardshar has consented to accept, a
Santa Fe depot has accepted the posijury indictment, charging them with,
Experienced Men Connected.
commission as captain of Company E, criminal libel
tion as cashier in the same office. Mrs.
the
the
of
Lloyd Sigler,
publishing articles alleg-- '
secretary
naH. C. Viles has been appointed ticket Urton Lake
and Land Company First regiment of infantry of the
ing there was a corrupt profit of
clerk and operator.
which is to undertake the project, is tional guard, stationed at Santa Fe.
in the sale of the Panama caEstancia Wins Out.
Failor repairs and paints old roofs the president of the American Colonal to the United Sttaes.
Judge John R. McFie today dismissand makes them as good as new.
nist and Trust Company of Denver
"That, man has rearf the history of
ed
the petition of citizens of Progreso,
and
Lake
Mr.
and
Salt
Wednesday Whipped
Saturday
City.
Sigler has
our institutions to little purposes,
to
for
Torrance
an
county,
injunction
cream, cream puffs, Boston brown had wide experience and has achievsaid Judge Anderson, "who does not
bread, coffee, cake, lemon and pump- ed signal success in irrigation and restrain the board of county commis- view the
apprehension, the success of
fnr
nnv
from
eYnenrtinc
sinners
else
mnnpv
kin pies. Everything
every day. colonization matters. In fact it was
a
as this t0 the end
nroceedIn6
at's"cl1
Special orders, any thing you want. the similarity between the conditions the construction of a court house
be dragged from
citlzens
could
Xo. 4, F. Andrews.
existing in the Pecos country and Estancia. It was understood that the heir horaes to the District
of Co,um'
Killed a Polecat Boys on Sunday .
of other parts where so much real party contesting Estancia's right!
the
seat
of
for trial
v,
government,
w
t
oQOf
,ta,
or
won
success
as
in
was
skunk
for instance the
Li) V ,VS U
morning kiled a polecat
J ULUL ft (I 111V IWTTU Ji.
under the circumstances of this case.
the yard surrounding the Church of Palisade fruit district of Colorado and Willard.
' The New
tin: Holy Faith on East Palace avenue. the Green River district of Utah, that
Mexican
will publish The defendants are discharged.
"I believe the fact that certain perThe perfume permeated the atmos- attracted him to New Mexico and con- Judge McFie's opinion in full tomorvinced him that the development of row. The preliminary injunction is sons were called 'thieves and swindphere for almost a mile around .
Postpone Reception The reception the Urton lake project can be success- quashed and permanent injunction lers' does not constitute libel per se.
to be tendered Rev. Lucas, the new fully carried out. He is interested in denied at plaintiff's costs, on ground A newspaper has a certain duty to
the county perform. Ag a former president has
pastor of St. John's M. E. church will the Green River valley project in that the law removing
not take nlace tonight as at first an- - j utah where 200,000 acres are being seat to Estancia, cannot be attacked said, 'it is the duty of a newspaper to
in the Palisade project in in a collateral proceeding brought by print the news and to tell the truth
nounced, but will be given at the redeemed,
r
ri
vi nrai n in tno cr iqmia
a private citizen, who in this case is about it.' It is the duty of a newsua- church Thursday night. Everybody is
to
that valley Macario Torres, who brought suit as per to draw inference for the people."
iug brought 1,500 people
invited to be present.
Warmer and Fair A beautiful day to colonize it, and he is also interested a citizen ana taxpayer oi x orrance
in the largest peach orchard in Amer- county.
WEDDING MUST
today with prediction of continued fair
Incorporation.
WAIT IN OPERATION.
and warmer weather. Yesterday the ica, the Peaehaiosa orchard, comprisat Green
Papers of incorporation were filed
maximum temperature was 63 degrees ing 1,000 acres, located
Utah.
Frank Worden of Las Palomas,
today in the office of Territorial Sec- and last, niht the minimum was 37 River,
I. B. Melville, the treasurer of the retary Nathan Jaffa by the Hermit Sierra county, entered an El
.
Paso,
uu um..., l
new company, is the head of the law Mining and Development
Company of Texas, hospital yesterday to undero clock last evening was 43 per cent.
fim of Meiville, Sacket and Calvert East Las Vegas, with capitalization of go an operation for appendicitis. He
rauor maiies venuiaiors ana smoKe of Denver.
He is a member of the $200,000, divided into. 20,000 shares came to the city with his mother and
pipe, east side Plaza, phone B 13S.
and Colonist ComWestern
Irrigation
fiancee, Miss Martin, with the intenCity Attorney Exonerated City At- pany of Denver, which company has and paid up capital of $10,000. The tion of
being married but on account
are
of
and
all
directors
torney Fred McDonald of Clovis has extensive interests in four states. He incorporators
East Las Vegas, as follows: John K. of a severe attack of the disease he
been exonerted by an investigating is a man of
great legal ability and Martin, 80 shares; John A. Baker, 100 was advised by the physicians to
committee appointed by the city counin the business world.
stands
have an operation performed.
highly
As
cil to inquire into the charge that
Harry W. Garberson, 720 soon as Mr.
M A fltprn fnr nine shares;
Worden
has
recovered
100
W.
John
McDonald had accepted illegal fees.'0ars
Thompson,
the chief execuUve of 'New Mex. shares;
from the operation, the interrupted
The fight on McDonald is the outcome ioo is known to
one in the Ter- shares.
every
This afternoon, the Urton Lake, ceremony will be performed.
of his efforts to .enforce the Sunday
ritory. The fact that he has been Land and Water Company of Santa
closing law and to suppress the red chosen as
president of the new corn- - Fe filed
light district.
incorporation papers, the
y.i ny, augurs well for its unrivalj?d
capitalization
being $250,000 divided
Fought Over Weddinn
success.
into 25,000 shares. The incorporators
THEATFR
"There was a rpush house on the
Will Attract Many Settlers.
are Miguel A. Otero, J. W. Raynolds
West side last nisht over the distri- The land which the company pro- and
George W. Prichard of Santa Fe,
i ne
uuuon oi weuaius presents.
j cf es to lrrigate wiH be available for
Lloyd Siegler of Salt Lake and Irving SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
mother of a groom of, yesterday is settlement purposes immediately
B. Melville of Denver.
The directors
with having struck a grand- - on completion of the company's
TUESOAY AFTERKOGN
of Jtie new wife on the head je( t. The settler can then obtain the are M. A. Otero, Lloyd Siegler and
with a wine bottle, inflicting an ugly land at a cost of fifty cents an acre, Irving B. Melville.
wound. The matter is now in the winch money goes to the Territory,
hands of the district attorney." Las snd by agreeing to pay his pro rata JUDGE C. J. GAVIN'S
SILVER WEDDING.
j phare
of the cost of constructing the
Vegas Optic.
which
will
Found Unconscious on Tracks
irrigate the land. Former Raton Justice Turns Loose
project
John Nelson of House, Quay county, This water right cost however will
All Prisoners on Columbus
was found unconscious on the Santa ll0t-- be made payable in a lump sum
Day at Denver.
Fe tracks on Raton pass and was tak- - DU- - the settler will be given ten years
Denver, Colo., Oct. 13. Justice C.
which
in
nrnke
the
t0
least
payen to the Miners' hospital at Raton.
ot toio
ui
uu.i6.L.uu
iveison nan oeen wonting m tne coal
hlg twenty.flfth wedding annlver- imue at uawson aim uiew a large
and the heart of the
Mr- - Sigler, who, because of
his sary yesterday
pay check last week. He fell off a
is glad. A dozen drunks and
train it seems. A fracture of the W'eat experience in such matters, vagrant
hoboes who were picked up by the poskull covering the entire left side is Knows whereof he speaks, says: "The lice
during the night, celebrating the
his main injury and this will probably near future will see the land which arrival
of Columbus day, were amazed
will
worth
from
the
j
project
irrigate,
prove fatal.
when
Justice
Gavin
turned them
Failor has stove pipe and sets up -- 00 t0 $1,000 an acre. Fully from loose. Their
was doubled
surprise
to
thousand
httfen
thousand
east
side
stoves,
thirty
Plaza, phone B 138.
after
their
when,
dismissal,
eected to male settle. gave them each a cigar. the court MR. JOHN PHILIP
New Mexico lK:o',,e- Building a Spur-- The
SOUSA,
Central railway has been quietly 'con- - n,c,lt 011 the land thus 'rrieated- - As
"You see Columbus wasn't the only
.
wuu bcilic uu uuu
Conductor
e
strnctinortJ a. snur from ts ma n lino ulc cmos ul
tv,i
rriat,a Hi IO UO.V
vwv tni.
mm, Jiicmvj lauiUUiS. gUUUj Assisted
from Donaciano, six miles south of ,and- - are f a thrifty, energetic type, naturedl
by Miss Frances Hoyt, Sodeciared the court as he
the
citizenof
very best
Miss
Grace Hoyt,
prano;
Santa Fe to the Arroyo Hondo pro- - representing
bade
d
the miscreants God
B t
" 11 ifiStae1ident. wl!f 1 a "emendous j wag married on
Miss Florence Hardeman,
ject, a mile and a half or two east
wi to the best little woman on earth."
"i
over wntcn rreignt will be taken di- Violinist; Mr. Herbert L. Clarke,
' s'u
Cornetist.
rect to the dam now under construe- - New Mexico.
Gavin's
Justice
took
wedding
place
"
tion. Five days ago, in running a '
in South Haven, Mich., in 1884. Flint
car up the spur, the Postal Telegraph STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
Gavin, 21 years old, Is the only child. The Musical Event of the Season
RULES AGAINST OSTEOPATHS. The latter Is on his father's ranch in
wires were torn down accidentally
(Xi fnre f r the R iudcI
Colfax county, New Mexico.
putting the telegraph line out of busiTrip can
ness. But the damage was quickly
be O tiined Over the New
Denver, Colo., Oct. 13. The state
co
board of health denies the right of
FIGHT LASTS TEN ROUNDS.
repaired.
Central
Train Man Had Back Broken p c, osteopaths to sign death certificates.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 13.-T- he
POPULAR PRICES
Kramer, a trainman on the El Paso A ''regular" physician's signature must
fight went ten rounds
75c $1.00 and $1.50
and Southwestern railway, had his be attached to the death certificate
night, both men being strong at
Seats i ow selling nt
back broken yesterday while near fore one will issue from the municipal t the finish. The majority of newspaj
'
FISCHER'S DRUG STORE
Dawson, Colfax county. Kramer was health department.
pers give Webster the decision.
Seal-ship-

jBtdk Pickles
KRAUT

iuu

PITTSBURG TAKES

ESTANCIA RETAINS

Denver, Colo., Oct. 13.
forecast for New
Weather
.Mexico:
Fair weather tonight
and Thursday, not so much
change in temperature.

Piekles

Sweet Mixed

standing in the side door of his ca- 1)OOSe wnen U
bumped heavily against
some other cars throwing him back
ward. He was taken to the hospital
at Dawson.
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Bakery

i

The largest

HAVE YOU SEEN THE
QUANTITY AND TRIED
THEQIML1TY OF OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT

and most
complete
line of
groceries in
the city

We handle all kinds
of hay, grain and feed
.

4.

F. Andrews,

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

Phone

Ho. 4

FURRIER

&

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

j

Artistic Taxidermy ace Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices fcr tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

I,

i

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
WotZ'ffloV
FRANK
LEY MSXl'di..
SANTA FE, N.

-

M

J

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
rksioknck

N K.HT PHOXR
PICTURE

Given Careful
Personal Attention

prn ICQ
lOO

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

i

KMJ

130

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

V'H ( iNE
AND

j

1

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND EETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero "
"
errillos "
Anthracite Coal all siaes
Smithing Coal
Near

Q

,

T. & 8. F. Depot

$4 50 per ton
5.25 "

6.00"

pro-moth-

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

October 19 th

Phone 85.. Office Garfield Avenue.
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A

CHOICE

m
W

w

i
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DF

ELKS'

--

CAPITAL COAL YARD
A--

!

tly

s

navajo and

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
&OUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

ir.t

SOUSA
AND
HIS BAND

wk

SSL

K
K

i,,,.

Mezzo-So-pran-

!FOR FIVE CENTS
W

ff

n
V,

AO

1

K

Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenie
We will shortly have in a full line of
Mexican Straw Hats at 50cts. each

,

;

;

J.
301-30-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
S. CAN DEL AMO Proprietor.
3

San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N, M.

M-xi-

W
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Ateel-Webst-

be-'ja-

m
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